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One of our concerns is the environment, evidenced by
using eco-friendly dye stuff.
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We are always endeavor in maintaining quality of our
product and developing new expansion as customer
satisfaction is our motivation.
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In supporting our points, we already certified by
Oekotex std 100.

Moh. Toha
Km 5,6 Bandung

PT. HAKATEX
Jl. Moh. Toha Km 5,6 Bandung 40255 Indonesia
Phone : [62] 22 5203787, [62] 22 5203788 (Hunting)
Fax : [62] 22 5207315, [62] 22 5229678
E-mail : info@hakatex.com
www.hakatex.com

Our company is ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and Oeko-Tex certified.
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OUR PRODUCTS & RANGE

OUR TECHNOLOGY

We produce high quality product in printed and dyed
made of natural fiber 100% cotton, 100% viscose/rayon,
100% linen, and other various blended fabrics that made
of natural fiber.

In the midst of globalization, PT. Hakatex is constantly
be updated for technology advances.

PT Hakatex
Established in 1973, PT Hakatex is a privately owned
modern textile plant located in Bandung, Indonesia.

The company is equipped by reliable machines for
supporting printing production, such as Zimmer rotary
machine with maximum color up to 16 screens and
Ichinose flat machine with maximum color up to 14
screens.

PT. Hakatex has a wide range of products and specialty
in printed woven cotton, rayon and linen that are well
known by its high quality products to meet international
standard.
These experiences making PT Hakatex to be creditable
in providing good fabric for world prominent brands and
fashion house in USA, Canada, Latin America, Europe,
Middle East and Asia. We also consistently in producing
high quality fabric with distinctive characteristic in each
product.
All the printing, dyeing and finishing are done in our plant
with ultra modern machineries imported from European
and Japanese manufacturer.

In addition we also provide special finishes including
sanded, glitter, wrinkle free, seersucker, etc. Our final
products are to be used by diverse range from men,
women, children, as well as for quilting

Apart from that we are also equipped by digital print
machine made of Reggiani-Italy. For dyeing, our company
is supported by high technology machines from Kuster &
Monfort. Lastly available 2 coupons sampling machines
in supporting research and development stage purposes.
In addition equipped by sophisticated machines,
PT. Hakatex is also empowered by in-house laboratory
for checking physical & chemical properties which ensuring
the quality of product.

Capacity
Printing 1,800.000Y/Month (Reactive/Pigment/Discharge)
Dyeing 600,000Y/Month (Reactive/Pigment)

